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s you might guess from the big
colorful What’s New above, this
issue focuses on just that... all the
new things that continue to come into the
store even during crazy 2020. Now more
than ever we realize that to stay in
business and to stay relevant and to
encourage you to buy local instead of Big
Box or online we need to continue to
innovate and provide both the products
and services that you need and want at
competitive prices.
We share new items to show you that we
don’t stand still since moving forward is all
we know. We want to thank you in advance
for supporting SGMC Quarryville a locallyowned family owned business and all the
others in the community that depend upon
your choice to spend your money in the
community instead of with some big
corporation. You decide by voting with your
dollars who continues to operate and who
doesn’t.

Premium Brand - SB Type-C To
HDMI Adapter | 4K Resolution. For
connecting a PC, notebook, or tablet to an
HDMI-equipped monitor or display. Check out
all of SGMC’s options for connecting HDMI.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

What Should You Look
for in a Good Multivitamin?
by Quantum Nutrition Labs Staff, October 6, 2020

No matter what your
requirements are for a
webcam SGMC has a
solution.The Blackmore USB
1080p Webcam (left) with Built-In
Microphone is a webcam that offers
smooth, high quality video streaming
at 1080p 30 fps using advanced
H.264 compression that works even in
low light conditions. The wide angle
lens and tilting capabilities ensure that
you can capture any shot that you
need to. Know that you will be heard
with the built-in microphone that
provides crystal clear, natural audio
to the other side. The BWC-902
(blue panel) is compatible with all
popular video streaming software platforms and
most operating systems.
Add video conferencing and chat capability to
your computer with the Digital Innovations Chat
Cam Web Cam! Not only is it a great value, it’s
easy-to-install, packed with features, and
integrates seamlessly with your laptop or
desktop computer. This web cam features plugand-play installation, works with all major chat
and IM software, and requires no drivers for
basic functions.

Over half of all American adults, including 70% of
those age 65 and older, take a daily multivitamin.
To get the best, do you know what to look for in a
multivitamin? Because of poor growth practices
and pesticide use on foods, the typical American
diet is sadly lacking in sufficient amounts of vital
nutrients. Without a doubt, the wise choice is to
supplement your diet with a robust multivitamin/
multimineral product. But how do you pick the
right one?
Wouldn’t it be great if you could just eat regular
food and get sufficient amounts of all the
vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and plant cofactors that you need? Unfortunately, this is
simply not true – the majority of foods in our
typical food supply are grown in undernourished
soil that lacks sufficient minerals and trace
elements and worse yet, has often been riddled
with pesticides (with traces of toxic contaminants
remaining on foods). A robust, healthy food
supply replete with high amounts of vitamins and
minerals has simply not been the case for quite
some time.
These masks
Did you know that fruits and vegetables that
from
were grown 20 or 30 years ago were much richer
Chicobags
in vitamins and minerals than what most of us
replace 547
eat today? Disturbing research shows that this
Single-Use
downward nutritional trend is directly due to soil
Masks
depletion. Today’s intensive farming methods
throughout their lifetime
have stripped vital nutrients from the soil at an
and have PFE Rating of
increasing rate – the very soil that our foods are
72% at .3 Microns. They
grown in. As each ongoing generation of fastoffer a snug fit to improve
growing, high-synthetic fertilized foods is
safety & breathability.
produced, these foods are truly another step
They have a flexible anti-fog metal nose bridge
down in nutrition for you.
that removes a common air gap found in lowerA prominent 2004 study by a team of
quality masks. They offer all-day comfort with
researchers from the University of Texas,
adjustable ear loops & included ear-saver that
published in the Journal of the American College prevents irritation & discomfort.
of Nutrition, analyzed the U.S. Department of
These awesome masks include a matching
Agriculture nutritional data from the years, 1950
containment pouch with carabiner and are and 1999, for 43 different vegetables and fruits.
tested and certified to EU standards for
Sadly, the data from these two years, 49 years
community facemasks.
apart, found extensive nutritional drops in the
Choose one of five colors for you and your
foods grown in 1999 in the amounts of protein,
family.
calcium, phosphorus, riboflavin (vitamin B2), iron
and vitamin C. The research team attributed this Consider including this four-piece Taklon paintbrush set
with
assorted shapes as a staple for your studio or
downward nutritional content to the modern
workshop. The non-slip rubber grips allow
agricultural practices that focus more on mass
for a firm hold while you apply various
production (such as specific traits of size, growth
textures with acrylic paint to your next
rate, pest resistance) than nutritional
canvas. Enjoy the functionality of this
content.Other studies report similar findings. The
paintbrush set's sturdy handles and
Kushi Institute analyzed nutritional data from
synthetic bristles as you tackle your
painting projects with ease.
1975 to 1997. Focusing on 12 fresh vegetables,
1 wash brush: 0.75-inch
the researchers found that average calcium
1 round brush: size 6
levels declined 27%; iron levels were lower by
2 shader brushes: size 2 and 6
37%; vitamin A levels plummeted 21%, and
And don’t forget that SGMC has a huge
vitamin C levels bottomed out at 30% lower.
selection of not only brush sets
These are strikingly giant downward leaps in
but also individual brushes of
declining nutrients! Another study analyzed
different varieties, qualities and
types.
British nutrient data from 1930 to 1980,
published in the British Food Journal. Reviewing
We recently added two new products from
20 vegetables, the researchers found that the
Faber-Castell. The eraser pencil perfection
average calcium content had dropped 19%; iron
7056 - 2 Pack gives you a red soft eraser
for graphite which is ideal for fine point
decreased 22%; and potassium was lowered by
erasing and is latex-free.
14%. Another interesting study pointed out that
The Faber-Castell Grip Trio sharpening
you would have to eat eight oranges grown
boxes are as versatile as they are practical.
today to get the same amount of vitamin A as
They have three different openings for
one orange grown only a generation ago.
graphite, color and jumbo pencils that
What to look for in a superior multivitamin product:
-Nutrients are whole-food, whole-herb, plant-based
(no synthetic vitamins).
-The nutrients are organic (kick out those pesticide
traces and GMO’s!).
-A comprehensive formula: the nutrient list covers all
the bases with a full list of natural vitamins and all the
key minerals.
This information is neither a recommendation nor diagnosis for
disease. We make no health claims regarding the information
presented here. This information is a starting point in your
interest to be a better informed consumer of natural health
products. We look forward to being a resource for you.

provide an ideally sharpened point for
drawing, painting or writing. No matter how
the pencil is used, the lead is perfectly
protected from breakage. There is plenty of
time for creative work and writing before
the spacious double casing for shavings
has to be
emptied. One sharpener fits all your
sharpening needs. Each section has
a shavings storage compartments.
And of course SGMC offers just
about any pencils colored or
otherwise that you may need for any
of your drawing projects.

If you are looking for a charging station look no
further than the Xtreme | 4.8 Amp 6 Port
USB Power Station. It plugs into any
standard wall outlet and then you can
charge six devices at once with USB
cables (not provided)
This Ultra high speed USB Power
Station’s LED indicator lights when plugged in.
Remember too that SGMC has any USB cables you
may need.

Wireless Headphone Kit
The all-in-one HDTV Bluetooth
Wireless Headphone And
Transmitter Kit turns all of your
favorite audio players into modern
Bluetooth compatible devices.
Listen to music, watch TV, play
video games and more, all
wirelessly and without disturbing anyone else in the
room. The kit comes with two different pieces; an easy
to use Bluetooth audio transmitter and a set of hi-quality
Bluetooth headphones. Connect any audio device or TV
to the transmitter via either the included RCA or 3.5mm
cords. Audio streams wirelessly to the Bluetooth
headphones from up to 33 feet away. Both the
transmitter and headphones include internal
rechargeable batteries, but the transmitter can also be
powered with the included micro-USB cable and
standard wall outlet adapter. Any powered USB port,
like on your TV, will also work. Plus, a stick-on wall
cradle lets you mount the transmitter anywhere you
need. Both kit items can also be used separately with
other devices. The transmitter can pair to any Bluetooth
compatible headphones or speakers, while the
headphone set can be used with both Bluetooth and
wired devices. Simply plug in a 3.5mm cord and these
headphones give you crystal clear sound without using
any internal battery power. When using them in
Bluetooth mode, the headphones can be used with your
smartphone for hands-free calling and even control the
music via the on-board media keys.

If you need glass for high temperature applications like
fireplaces, stoves, lighting and more SGMC Quarryville
has you covered.
We specialize in small and large quantities and small
sizes of replacement glass for fireplaces and wood
stoves. Our products are suitable for industrial high
temperature applications as well.
Residential applications
include:
-Gas or wood fire screen door
replacement glass
-Oven doors
-Gas and electric light fixtures
-Wood, coal, grain, pellet or gas
burning heating stove
replacement glass
-Furnaces, tank less water
heaters and space heaters operating on a
variety of fuels.
You get the idea whether tempered, Pyrex or
ceramic based glass check SGMC Quarryville for all
your hi-heat needs.
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